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RAG1 and RAG2 Form a Stable Postcleavage
Synaptic Complex with DNA Containing
Signal Ends in V(D)J Recombination
Alka Agrawal*³ and David G. Schatz*² of these factors were found to be components of the
DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK), which con-*Section of Immunobiology
sists of the two Ku subunits of 70 and 80 kDa, and a²Howard Hughes Medical Institute
large catalytic subunit (PKcs) with serine±threonine ki-³Department of Pharmacology
nase activity. Ku binds in a sequence-independent fash-Yale University School of Medicine
ion to DNA containing double-stranded breaks, nicks,310 Cedar Street
and hairpins, has helicase activity, and recruits PKcsNew Haven, Connecticut 06520±8011
to DNA, activating its kinase activity (for review, see
Jackson and Jeggo, 1995; Weaver, 1995). Cells mutant
in Ku80 (Pergola et al., 1993; Taccioli et al., 1993) andSummary
Ku80-deficient mice (Nussenzweig et al., 1996; Zhu et
al., 1996) are deficient in signal and coding joint forma-During V(D)J recombination, RAG1 and RAG2 cleave
tion, whereas scid mouse cells, which are mutant inDNA adjacent to highly conserved recombination sig-
PKcs, display a selective defect in coding-joint formationnals, but nothing is known about the protein±DNA
(Lieber et al., 1988). The XRCC4 gene, whose productcomplexes that exist after cleavage. Using a properly
is also important for signal and coding joint formation,regulated in vitro V(D)J cleavage system, together with
has recently been cloned (Li et al., 1995), but as yetnuclease sensitivity, mobilityshift, and immunoprecip-
nothing is known about the function of the XRCC4itation experiments, we provide evidence that a stable
protein.complex is formed postcleavage between synapsed
Apart from the knowledge that V(D)J recombinationrecombination signals. This complex includes the
is dependent on the RAG proteins and is initiated byproteins RAG1, RAG2, HMG-1 or the closely related
double-strand breaks at recombination signals, rela-HMG-2 protein, and the components of the DNA-
tively little was known about the mechanism of DNAdependent protein kinase. The existence of such a
cleavage in V(D)J recombination until recently, when anstable complex explains a number of in vivo observa-
in vitro cleavage system was established (van Gent ettions and suggests that remodeling of postcleavage
al., 1995). Using this system, it was shown that the puri-synaptic complexes is an important step in the resolu-
fied RAG core proteins (truncated catalytically activetion of signal ends in V(D)J recombination.
RAG proteins that are more soluble than their full-length
counterparts) are sufficient for cleavage (McBlane et al.,
Introduction 1995). Cleavage was demonstrated to occur through
a nick made at the heptamer/coding segment border,
Antigen receptor genes in B and T lymphocytes are followed by attack of the free 39-hydroxyl on the other
assembled during development from component V (vari- strand, leading to a covalently closed (hairpin) CE and
able), D (diversity), and J (joining) gene segments in a a blunt 59-phosphorylated SE (McBlane et al., 1995; van
process called V(D)J recombination. Recombination is Gent et al., 1996a). However, cleavage required Mn21
mediated through conserved recombination signals that ions and occurred at an isolated signal, in violation of
flank coding segments of DNA and consist of a palin- the 12/23 rule. Later efforts showed that cleavage fol-
dromic heptamer and an A/T-rich nonamer separated lows the 12/23 rule when Mg21 is used as the divalent
by a spacer region of either 12 or 23 nt (12 signal and cation instead of Mn21 (Eastman et al., 1996; van Gent
23 signal, respectively). The variable length of the spacer et al., 1996b). Interestingly, adherence to the 12/23 rule
region is important in that only coding segments flanked appears to be facilitated by the presence of crude ex-
by recombination signals of opposite type can recom- tract, suggesting that one or more factors, in addition
bine efficiently, a restriction known as the 12/23 rule.The to RAG1 and RAG2, might be involved. Cleavage by the
products of DNA cleavage are blunt 59-phosphorylated RAG proteins in crude extract in the presence of Mg21
signal ends (SEs), which are fused together precisely to requires synapsis of the two signals, and under these
form a signal joint, and covalently sealed hairpin coding circumstances the two cleavage events are tightly cou-
ends (CEs) which are processed by the addition and pled temporally (Eastman et al., 1996).
deletion of nucleotides before being joined to form a Subsequent DNA-binding studies, performed either in
coding joint (for review, see Lewis, 1994; Schatz, 1997). vivo (Difilippantonio et al., 1996) or in vitro (Spanopoulou
Substantial progress has been made in our under- et al., 1996), revealed that RAG1, in the absence of
standing of the components of the V(D)J recombination RAG2, is sufficient to mediate recognition of the sig-
enzymatic machinery. The proteins encoded by the re- nal, and that the nonamer is the critical element for
combination activating genes RAG1 and RAG2 (Schatz sequence-specific binding by RAG1. Very recently, puri-
et al., 1989; Oettinger et al., 1990) are essential for the fied RAG1 and RAG2 core proteins have been demon-
reaction, and their expression is sufficient to confer re- strated to form a cleavage-competent complex with an
combination activity to nonlymphoid cells. Several other isolated recombination signal (Hiom and Gellert, 1997).
factors have been implicated in the reaction through the The complex requires both RAG proteins and a cod-
study of mutant cell lines deficient in the repair of dou- ing flank for its formation and dissociates after DNA
ble-strand DNA breaks and V(D)J recombination (for re- cleavage.
Although much progress has been made regardingview, see Jackson and Jeggo, 1995; Weaver, 1995). Two
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Figure 1. DNA Substrates Used to Analyze Postcleavage Complexes in V(D)J Recombination
The three substrates are 32P body-labeled DNA fragments generated by PCR, and contain two recombination signals in various orientations.
Closed and open triangles represent 12 or 23 signals, respectively, with the wide side of the triangle corresponding to the heptamer end of
the signal. The uncut substrates and the products of RAG-mediated cleavage are shown. Cleavage generates a central fragment containing
either two signal ends (SE/SE) for pC329, one signal end and one coding end (SE/CE) for p12x23, or two coding ends (CE/CE) for pD243.
SEs are blunt and 59-phosphorylated, while most CEs have been shown to have a covalently sealed hairpin structure (represented as small
ovals) (Eastman et al., 1996). Left- and right-arm fragments are also generated that contain either an SE or a CE and one PCR end (referred
to as SE/P and CE/P fragments, respectively).
the mechanism of the first phase of V(D)J recombination, and one coding end (SE/CE). Left- and right-arm frag-
ments are also generated that contain either an SE orlittle is known about the synaptic protein±DNA com-
plexes that must exist to coordinate such a tightly regu- a CE and one PCR-generated end (referred to as SE/P
and CE/P fragments; see Figure 1).lated reaction. Other site-specific recombination reac-
tions proceed through a series of pre- and postcleavage We had observed previously (Eastman et al., 1996)
that certain DNA fragments generated during cleavagestable synaptic complexes to ensure reaction fidelity
(Mizuuchi, 1992), and it seems likely that the same is were subject to degradation, presumably owing to non-
specific nucleases in the crude extract. Addition oftrue of V(D)J recombination. A variety of in vivo data
suggests that SEs can persist in a postcleavage com- increasing amounts of nonspecific competitor DNA
(shearedcalf thymus DNA) to the reaction had a biphasicplex in the absence of CEs. SEs are found at substan-
tially higher levels than CEs in lymphoid precursors effect on DNA degradation. At low concentrations (2±20
mg/ml), competitor enhanced degradation, whereas at(Roth et al., 1992), and in two different systems accumu-
lation and subsequent disappearance of SEs could be higher concentrations (50±200 mg/ml) degradation was
inhibited (data not shown). Interestingly, even undercorrelated with high and low levels of the RAG proteins,
respectively (Ramsden and Gellert, 1995; Livak and conditions yielding maximal DNA degradation (20 mg/ml
competitor DNA), the central fragments of the p12x23,Schatz, 1996). These observations have led to the idea
that signal joint formation can be inhibited by proteins pD243, and pC329 substrates were protected from deg-
radation, while the arm fragments and the input sub-remaining bound to the SEs after cleavage (Ramsden
and Gellert, 1995; Livak and Schatz, 1996; Zhu et al., strate were partially or completely degraded (Figure 2).
The observed degradation could be due toendonucle-1996).
In this study, we report the isolation of a novel higher ases, exonucleases, or a combination of both. In experi-
ments using substrates with long left or right arms, how-order protein±DNA complex in V(D)J recombination, a
postcleavage SE±SE synaptic complex. This complex ever, we could show that degradation of the arm
fragments involved progressive base loss from the PCR-is stable, exonuclease resistant, and dependent on the
presence of both RAG1 and RAG2. Interestingly, we do generated ends of the fragments (data not shown). This
suggests that most of the degradation is a consequencenot find the RAG proteins stably associated with CEs.
We discuss the implications of such an SE±SE synaptic of exonuclease activity, and that the presence of an SE
or CE is important in conferring the observed protection.complex for the mechanism of joining in V(D)J recombi-
nation. Subsequent studies described below involved the addi-
tion of 20 mg/ml of competitor DNA to the cleavage
reaction, since this results in production of large quanti-Results
ties of the central fragment and degradation of all others.
Protection of Cleaved DNA Fragments
from Nucleases Requires Two Protection of the Central Fragment Is Due
to Proteins Bound to the DNA EndsV(D)J-Generated Ends
The three cleavage substrates used in these studies The observed selective protection of DNA fragments
containing two V(D)J-generated ends suggested that(Figure 1) were 32P body-labeled linear DNA molecules
generated by PCR from plasmid templates (pC329, proteins may remain bound to the ends after cleavage
and thereby block exonucleolytic degradation. To testp12x23, and pD243) differing in the relative orientations
of their 12 and 23 signals. V(D)J cleavage was performed this possibility, the 3 substrates were cleaved by RAG-
containing extract in the presence of 20 mg/ml ofin crude whole-cell extracts prepared from the cell line
D10, a mouse B cell lymphoma expressing high levels competitor DNA to produce the central fragment, then
extensively treated with SDS and proteinase K, phenol±of the core RAG proteins after heat-shock induction
(Eastman et al., 1996). Cleavage by RAG1 and RAG2 chloroform extracted, and isopropanol precipitated.The
deproteinized central fragments were then incubatedgenerates a central fragment that has two signal ends
(SE/SE), two coding ends (CE/CE), or one signal end in fresh RAG11RAG2-containing extract for various
Synaptic Complexes in V(D)J Recombination
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Figure 2. Effects of Nonspecific Competitor
DNA on V(D)J Cleavage and Nuclease Activity
Cleavage was performed for 2 hr at 378C us-
ing the p12x23, pD243, and pC329 substrates
in the presence or absence of 20 mg/ml soni-
cated calf thymus DNA. After organic extrac-
tion and isopropanol precipitation, the pre-
cipitated material was resuspended, and
equal numbers of counts were loaded per
lane (which may explain the apparent in-
crease in V(D)J cleavage in the presence of
competitor). The expected positions of the
uncut and cleaved DNA fragments are indi-
cated by diagrams. Some cleaved arm frag-
ments are not visible owing to degradation
and are not indicated. Note that the cen-
tral fragments for the three substrates are
nuclease resistant even in the presence of
calf thymus DNA.
lengths of time. Remarkably, the SE/SE and CE/CE frag- sufficiently tightly to SEs (indicated by dashed arrows
terminating in vertical bars in Figure 4). When deprotein-ments were protected from degradation to a significant
extent, while the SE/CE fragment was more rapidly de- ized and incubated in fresh extract, the SE/SE fragment
is protected because RAG1 and RAG2 can bind to thegraded (Figure 3A).
Since both RAG1 and RAG2 are needed for cleavage two SEs and form an SE±SE synaptic complex, while
the SE/CE fragment is degraded from its SE, since theat signal sequences, it seemed likely that RAG1 and
RAG2 could recognize the deproteinized SE/SE frag- RAGs do not bind to an isolated signal lacking a coding
flank (Hiom and Gellert, 1997). The experiments de-ment and confer the observed protection. Incubation of
the deproteinized SE/SE fragment in extracts containing scribed below test a number of the predictions of this
model.either no RAG, RAG1 only, RAG2 only, or RAG11RAG2
illustrated that protection required both RAG1 and RAG2
(Figure 3B). In contrast, the deproteinized CE/CE frag-
ment was nuclease resistant in all four extracts (Figure Proteins Bound to SE- and CE-Containing
DNA Fragments3C), demonstrating that nuclease resistance of CEs is
independent of the RAG proteins. To test the possibility that the RAG proteins remain
stably associated with the DNA after cleavage, labeledTo determine whether SEs remain full length in the
cleavage reaction, or whether they instead suffer the substrate DNAs were cleaved in a large-scale standard
reaction, after which various antibodies were added toloss of small numbers of nucleotides, the pC329 sub-
strate was cleaved for 2 hr (as in lane 9 of Figure 2), immunoprecipitate RAG1 or RAG2 specifically. Immuno-
precipitates were then spun down and extensivelyand deproteinized SE/SE fragments were isolated as
described above. These were then tested for their ability washed. After eluting the antibody-bound material with
SDS and treatment with proteinase K, the coprecipitatedto ligate to a double-stranded anchor oligonucleotide
that is capable of ligating only to blunt 59-phosphory- DNA was visualized on polyacrylamide gels (Figure 5).
As predicted, the SE/SE and SE/CE fragments werelated ends and creates an ApaLI site when ligated to a
full-length SE (Roth et al., 1993). After ligation to the specifically coimmunoprecipitated by affinity-purified
rabbit polyclonal antibodies against RAG1 (Figure 5,anchor, the ends were filled in with Taq polymerase,
and a portion of the reaction was digested with ApaLI. lanes 4 and 12) and RAG2 (Figure 5, lanes 6 and 14),
and by the anti-Myc monoclonal antibody 9E10 (aMyc;Analysis of the products on a polyacrylamide gel indi-
cated that anchors were efficiently ligated to both ends Figure 5, lanes 8 and 16; note that RAG1, but not RAG2,
is Myc-epitope tagged). In contrast, these fragmentsof SE/SE molecules and efficiently removed by ApaLI
digestion (data not shown). We conclude that most or all were not coimmunoprecipitated by control rabbit IgG
(Figure 5, lanes 3 and 11), by an irrelevant IgG1 mono-protected SEs are intact after cleavage in crude extract.
These results, together with recent results showing a clonal antibody that serves as the isotype-matched con-
trol for the anti-Myc antibody (Figure 5, lanes 7 and 15),direct interaction of the RAG proteins with the recombi-
nation signal (Difilippantonio et al., 1996; Spanopoulou or curiously, by an anti-RAG1 polyclonal antibody raised
to a different part of the RAG1 protein (Figure 5, laneset al., 1996; Hiom and Gellert, 1997), led us to propose
the following model (Figure 4). In the initial cleavage 5 and 13; see Experimental Procedures for details con-
cerning the antibodies). Importantly, the central CE/CEreaction, SEs are protected by their participation in
SE±SE synaptic complexes mediated by the RAG pro- fragment was not coimmunoprecipitated with any of
these antibodies (Figure 5, lanes 19±24). However, forteins, while CEs are nuclease resistant through a RAG-
independent mechanism (presumably relating to their both the SE/CE- and CE/CE-generating substrates,
lower molecular weight DNA species were detected withhairpin configuration). All three central fragments would
thus be predicted to be protected from degradation, the same antibodies that coimmunoprecipitate SE-con-
taining central fragments (Figure 5, lanes 4, 6, 8, 20,and the SE-proximal portion of SE/P arm fragments
might also be nuclease resistant if proteins were bound 22, and 24). These almost certainly represent partial
Cell
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fragment is not detected. We presume that the SEs of
these arm fragments are held in postcleavage synaptic
complexes by the RAG proteins (as depicted in Figure
4), just as is the case for the two ends of the SE/SE
central fragment (see below).
We also wanted to determine if the precleaved SE/
SE fragment is bound by the RAG proteins, as would
be predicted by the nuclease sensitivity data of Figure
3B and the model of Figure 4. When the deproteinized
SE/SE fragment was incubated in fresh RAG1- and
RAG2-containing extract, it could be specifically coim-
munoprecipitated with the same anti-RAG antibodies
that coimmunoprecipitate SE-containing central frag-
ments from the initial cleavage reaction (data not
shown).Together, the results demonstrate that afterper-
forming cleavage, RAG1 and RAG2 remain bound to
DNA fragments containing at least one SE, and that
RAG1 and RAG2 can also rebind precleaved DNA con-
taining a pair of SEs.
Because DNA-bending proteins are frequently impor-
tant for the formation of stable synaptic complexes in
other site-specific recombination systems (Johnson et
al., 1986; Nash, 1990; Mizuuchi, 1992), we investigated
the possibility that the mammalian DNA-bending pro-
teins HMG-1 or -2 are components of these complexes.
Coimmunoprecipitation experiments using an affinity-
purified anti-HMG-1 polyclonal antibody (generously
provided by M. Bustin) that cross-reacts with HMG-2
butnot other proteins (Bustin, 1989) yielded results strik-
ingly similar to those obtained with anti-RAG antibodies.
The anti-HMG-1 antibody specifically precipitated the
SE/CE and SE/SE central fragments, as well as SE-
containing arm fragments, but did not precipitate theFigure 3. Protection of Deproteinized Central Fragments upon Ex-
posure to Fresh Extract CE/CE fragment (Figure 5, lanes 9, 17, and 25). Antibod-
ies to a variety of other mammalian proteins associated(A) The indicated deproteinized central fragments were incubated
in fresh RAG11RAG2-containing extract for various lengths of time with recombination, including RAD51, RAD52, and Ubc9
at 378C. After organic extraction and isopropanol precipitation, (see Experimental Procedures) did not detectably pre-
the precipitated material was resuspended, and equal volumes of cipitate any of these DNA fragments. We conclude that
the reactions were loaded per lane. Arrows indicate the positions
HMG-1 and/or HMG-2 are stably and specifically associ-of the central fragments before exposure to fresh extract. Below
ated with SE-containing fragments after V(D)J cleavage.each lane is indicated the percentage of the central fragment that
Finally, we performed coimmunoprecipitation experi-remains intact, calculated relative to the amount of fragment at
t 5 0. A different extract prepared by the same procedure yielded ments using antibodies specific for components of the
approximately 25% protection of the SE/SE central fragment after DNA-dependent protein kinase (Ku70, Ku80, and PKcs).
3 hr, indicating that protection varies somewhat from extract to Both the SE/SE and CE/CE fragments were coimmuno-
extract (data not shown). precipitated by all three antibodies, although with vary-
(B) The deproteinized SE/SE fragment was incubated in extracts
ing efficiencies (Figure 6; note the different exposurecontaining either no RAG, RAG1 only, RAG2 only, or RAG11RAG2,
times of the different panels). The large differences inas indicated above the lanes, for the indicated lengths of time at
coimmunoprecipitation efficiencies could reflect differ-378C. The arrows indicate the position of the intact SE/SE fragment.
The RAG1 only and RAG2 only extracts contain comparable ences in the amounts of the proteins bound to the DNA
amounts of the relevant RAG protein to the RAG11RAG2 extract fragments, in the availability of the relevant epitopes in
(data not shown). the complexes, and in the intrinsic binding avidity of the
(C) The deproteinized CE/CE fragment was incubated in extracts, antibodies. The broad smear of DNA in the anti-Ku lanes
as indicated above the lanes, as described in (B) for 1 hr at 378C.
is probably due to the fact that Ku binds nonspecificallyThe first lane represents the material before addition to the extract.
to DNA ends and would be expected to be bound toThe arrow indicates the position of the protected CE/CE fragment.
degraded substrate DNA remaining in the reaction.R1 indicates RAG1; R2, RAG2. Below each lane is indicated the
percentage of the central fragment that remains intact, calculated Thus, while RAG1, RAG2, and HMG-1/-2 are only bound
relative to the amount of fragment at t 5 0. to SE-containing DNA fragments, Ku70, Ku80, and PKcs
are bound to DNA fragments containing either SEs or
CEs, as well as to degraded DNA fragments.
degradation products of the SE/P arm fragments gener-
ated during cleavage of these substrates: they are only Cleaved DNA Containing Two Signal Ends Is Held
seen when one or more of the arm fragments contains in a Synaptic Complex by the RAG Proteins
an SE, and in the case of the pD243 substrate are seen Our model (Figure 4) predicts the existence of stable
SE±SE synaptic complexes. To attempt to isolate suchquite clearly, despite the fact that the central CE/CE
Synaptic Complexes in V(D)J Recombination
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Figure 4. Model to Explain the Fate of DNA
Fragments in Cleavage Extract
Exonucleolytic degradation is indicated by
dashed arrows, and DNA-bound proteins are
indicated by shaded ovals. In the initial cleav-
age reaction, pairs of SEs are synapsed and
hence protected from degradation. The three
central fragments are therefore nuclease re-
sistant, as is the SE-proximal portion of SE/P
arm fragments (indicated by dashed arrows
ending in a vertical bar; partially degraded
DNA ends are indicated with a jagged line).
When deproteinized and incubated in fresh
RAG11RAG2-containing extract, the SE/SE
central fragment is protected by RAG-medi-
ated synapsis of the SEs, while the SE/CE
central fragment, as well as all arm fragments,
are degraded because synapsis of SEs in
trans is inefficient at the low DNA concentra-
tions used (≈0.3 nM).
a complex, the labeled pC329 substrate was cleaved to other) proteins (Figure 7B, left side), or (ii) the DNA is
bound by the RAG proteins at its two ends but remainsgenerate the SE/SE central fragment, and immunopre-
cipitation with the anti-Myc antibody was performed. linear (Figure 7B, right side). After immunoprecipitation
and elution with Myc peptide, the eluted material wasThe immunoprecipitate was then eluted overnight at
room temperature under native conditions with 100 mM digested at a unique HhaI site located asymmetrically
in the DNA. If possibility (i) is correct, a single largeMyc peptide, or under denaturing conditions using 1%
SDS (see Experimental Procedures). Peptide elution re- complex and hence only one shifted band would be
predicted after digestion, since the two digested DNAsulted in a species of altered mobility on a polyacryl-
amide gel not seen with SDS elution (Figure 7A). Free fragments are held together at their SEs and should
therefore comigrate. If possibility (ii) is correct, twoDNA was also observed (Figure 7A, lane 3), which is
probably due to some dissociation of the complex dur- smaller complexes and two shifted bands would result,
each containing either the 239 bp fragment or the 90ing the long elution, since the appearance of this band
is not dependent on the presence of Myc peptide (data bp fragment, but not both. To determine the DNA com-
ponents of the shifted complexes, the HhaI-digestednot shown). We predicted that this shifted complex was
the hypothesized SE±SE synaptic complex, and that its material was fractionated on a polyacrylamide gel, the
shifted band(s) excised, and the DNA eluted with SDS,electrophoretic mobility was retarded owing to bound
proteins. The complex must be relatively stable, since treated with proteinase K, and analyzed on another gel.
Typical results of such an experiment are shown ina significant fraction of it survives overnight elution at
room temperature (Figure 7A, lane 3) or at 378C (Figure Figure 7C. After digestion with HhaI, one predominant
shifted band resulted of slightly slower mobility than7C, lane 3).
To determine whether this shifted complex was actu- the undigested complex (Figure 7C, compare the top
portions of lanes 3 and 4). When this band was excisedally a synaptic complex, the experiment outlined in Fig-
ure 7B was performed. Two possibilities existed: (i) the and the DNA eluted under denaturing conditions (SDS
and proteinase K), two DNA fragments correspondingshifted band is a synaptic complex, where the two free
SEs are held in close proximity by the RAG (and perhaps to the digested fragments of 239 and 90 bp (Figure 7C,
Figure 5. Coimmunoprecipitation of SE/CE,
SE/SE, and CE/CE DNA Fragments with Anti-
bodies against RAG1, RAG2, and HMG-1
Cleavage of the labeled substrates was fol-
lowed by immunoprecipitation with various
antibodies (as indicated along the top) and
protein G-agarose, and elution with SDS was
followed by proteinase K treatment. Lanes 2,
10, and 18 (Total) represent the cleaved DNA
before antibody addition and contain the
equivalent of 1/50 of the amount of reaction
used in each immunoprecipitation. The RAG1
core is Myc-epitope tagged. Solid arrows in-
dicate the positions of the central DNA frag-
ments. The bracketed areas indicated with
an asterisk indicate the degraded coprecipi-
tated arm fragments that contain SEs. Anti-HMG-1 immunoprecipitation results were derived from a separate experiment. DNA size markers
(M) were generated by SalI and BamHI digestion of the p12x23 substrate.
Cell
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depleted the p12x23 complex but not the pC329 com-
plex (data not shown). We conclude that the synaptic
complexes do not aggregate to a significant extent. To-
gether with our data showing RAG protein-dependent
protection of pairs of SEs, these results strongly support
the existence of a stable SE±SE synaptic complex after
V(D)J cleavage.
To determine whether RAG2 and components of DNA-
PK are bound to the same DNA molecules as RAG1, we
performed cleavage of the pC329 substrate and isolated
the SE±SE synaptic complex by immunoprecipitation
with the anti-Myc antibody and Myc peptide elution, and
then reimmunoprecipitated the purified synaptic com-
plex with antibodies against RAG2, Ku70, Ku80, and
PKcs. The immunoprecipitates were eluted with SDS and
analyzed on a polyacrylamide gel. Antibodies against
RAG2 and both subunits of Ku specifically reimmuno-
precipitated the SE±SE synaptic complex (data not
Figure 6. Coimmunoprecipitation of CE/CE and SE/SE DNA Frag- shown). Monoclonal antibodies to human PKcs, whichments with Antibodies against Components of DNA-PK
yielded a weak signal in direct coimmunoprecipitation
Methods and symbols are as in Figure 5. The uncut input substrate
experiments (Figure 6, lane 13), did not yield a signalis likely a source of degraded DNA in the immunoprecipitation. The
above background, perhaps owing to technical limita-anti-PKcs antibody used was a 1:1 mixture of the 18±2 and 42±26
tions (data not shown). We conclude that RAG1, RAG2,monoclonal antibodies (Carter et al., 1990). Note that the gels were
exposed for varying lengths of time. The dark signal on the left side Ku70, and Ku80 are components of a stable SE±SE syn-
of lane 6 is due to the strong signal on the longer exposure from aptic complex after V(D)J cleavage. Reimmunoprecipi-
the neighboring lane. Solid arrows indicate the positions of the tation experiments have yet to be performed with anti-
central DNA fragments. Markers (M) were generated as for Figure 5.
HMG-1 antibodies, but given the strong similarities
between the results of anti-RAG and anti-HMG-1 in di-
lane 7) were observed in the expected 1:1 molar ratio. rect immunoprecipitations (Figure 5), it is likely that
Some uncut 329 bp fragment was also observed, which HMG-1 and/or HMG-2 is also a component of the SE±SE
may be due to inaccessibility of the HhaI site on some synaptic complex.
DNA molecules. A similar experiment was also per-
formed using a p12x23 substrate in which, after V(D)J
cleavage, the two SEs are on different DNA molecules. Discussion
After an analysis similar to that described above, the
DNA fragments containing SEs were found to comigrate Isolation of Stable Postcleavage Synaptic
as a single shifted species (data not shown), demonstra- Complexes Containing Signal Ends
ting that formation of the SE±SE synaptic complex does Our analysis of the nuclease resistance of DNA frag-
not require the two SEs to be present on the same
ments containing various combinations of SEs and CEs
fragment of DNA.
illustrates several important points. We have demon-
It seemed unlikely that the shifted complex seen after
strated that a deproteinized DNA fragment containing
HhaI digestion (Figure 7C, lane 4) was the result of acci-
two SEs is protected to a significant extent from degra-dental comigration of independent complexes, one con-
dation by nucleases in the extract and that protectiontaining the 239 bp fragment and another containing the
is dependent on the presence of both RAG1 and RAG2.90 bp fragment, since both the size of the DNA and the
RAG1 alone is not sufficient, consistent with the recentamount of bound protein should be reduced in such
finding that stable binding to a recombination signalhypothetical complexes. To demonstrate formally that
requires both RAG proteins (Hiom and Gellert, 1997).complex migration in the gel was dependent on the size
In addition, we have shown that RAG1 and RAG2 areof the DNA, an SE±SE complex was formed by cleavage
capable of distinguishing DNAmolecules containing oneof a substrate that yields a 139 bp SE/SE central frag-
versus two SEs, since a deproteinized DNA fragmentment. This complex gave rise to a single predominant
containing only one SE is more rapidly degraded thanspecies in a polyacrylamide gel that migrated more rap-
one containing two SEs. This is consistent with the ob-idly than the 329 bp SE±SE complex, both before and
servation that the purified RAG proteins are not capableafter digestion with a restriction enzyme (data not
of stably binding to an isolated SE and in fact dissociateshown). Hence, the presence of the 90 bp fragment in
from isolated SEs after performing cleavage (Hiom andthe shifted complex after HhaI digestion must be the
Gellert, 1997). Our data indicate that the RAG proteinsresult of its noncovalent association with the 239 bp
remain bound to pairs of signals after cleavage and arefragment.
capable of de novo binding to pairs of signals that lackWe also tested whether nonspecific aggregation of
coding flanks. A fundamental difference, therefore, ap-synaptic complexes could explain comigration of the
pears to exist in RAG protein binding to one versus two239 and 90 bp fragments. A cleavage reaction was per-
SEs. It is worth noting, however, that our study utilizedformed with a mixture of two substrates (pC329 and
RAG proteins in crude extracts, while in the analysis ofp12x23), one of which (p12x23) was biotinylated. Subse-
quent incubation with streptavidin-agarose efficiently binding to isolated signals purified RAG proteins were
Synaptic Complexes in V(D)J Recombination
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Figure 7. Isolation of a Postcleavage SE±SE Synaptic Complex
(A) Cleavage of labeled pC329 substrate was followed by immuno-
precipitation with the anti-Myc antibody and protein G-agarose, and
elution with either SDS or 100 mM Myc peptide overnight at room
temperature. The elution products were fractionated on a 4% poly-
acrylamide gel. An arrow indicates the position of the shifted band
that results from Myc peptide but not SDS elution. The free SE/SE
DNA is also indicated with an arrow. DNA size markers (M) were
generated by SalI and BamHI digestion of a 833 bp version of the
p12x23 substrate.
(B) Illustration of the two likely protein±DNA structures to explain
the observed shifted complex. The observed shifted species could
represent either an SE±SE synaptic complex, where the two free
SEs are held in close proximity by proteins, or a linear SE/SE frag-
ment with proteins bound at its two SEs. These two possibilities
are distinguished based on how the complex migrates on a poly-
acrylamide gel after digestion at a unique HhaI site and on the
DNA fragment(s) contained within each shifted species. See text for
additional details.
(C) Digestion of the shifted complex with HhaI and excision of the
digested fragment indicates that the DNA exists as a synaptic com-
plex. Left side: the marker lanes indicate the position of the 329 bp
SE/SE fragment and the digested 239 bp fragment (the 90 bp frag-
ment is not shown in this portion of the gel). The 329 bp marker
was generated by SDS±proteinase K treatment of an aliquot of the
reaction before immunoprecipitation, and the 239 and 90bp markers
were generated by HhaI digestion of the 329 bp marker. The major
shifted complex that appears after HhaI digestion and that was
excised from the gel is indicated by an arrow. The DNA in the excised shifted complex was treated with SDS±proteinase K and isopropanol
precipitated. Right side: the marker lanes (M) on the second gel indicate the positions of the uncut 329 bp fragment, along with the expected
239 bp and 90 bp HhaI-digested fragments. The intensity of the bands corresponding to the 239 and 90 bp fragments in lane 7 were quantitated
using a Molecular Imager and were found to be present in the expected 1:1 molar ratio.
used (Hiom and Gellert, 1997). The influence of other possibility was reinforced by the results of two in vivo
studies of SE accumulation and metabolism. In the first,components of the extract on signal recognition by the
RAG proteins remains to be determined. Ramsden and Gellert analyzed intermediates of V(D)J
recombination in a temperature-sensitive Abelson mu-An obvious way for the RAG proteins to distinguish
between molecules containing one versus two signals rine leukemia virus-transformed pre-B cell line, which,
at the nonpermissive temperature, expressed high levelswould be to synapse the two signals, and our data
strongly support the existence of a RAG-dependent of the RAG proteins and accumulated large numbers
of SEs but not CEs. When returned to the permissivepostcleavage SE±SE synaptic complex. Protection of
SEs by bound proteins was proposed some time ago temperature, RAG expression decreased dramatically
and SEs were converted to signal joints (Ramsden andto explain the differential access of SEs and CEs to
processing enzymes (Lewis and Gellert, 1989) and to Gellert, 1995). A second study demonstrated an abun-
dance of T cell-receptor (TCR) a locus SEs in T cellexplain the observation that SEs are found at much
higher levels than CEs in normal lymphoid precursors precursors expressing high levels of RAG1 and RAG2.
The SEs disappear, however, when these precursors(Roth et al., 1992). Participation of the RAG proteins in
SE complexes was suggested after it was found that mature further and express little or no RAG1 and RAG2
(Livak and Schatz, 1996).they perform sequence-specific recognition and cleav-
age at recombination signals (McBlane et al., 1995). This The stable SE±SE synaptic complex identified here
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provides a direct physical explanation for these obser- light of the fact that a single double-strand break is able
to activate the p53 pathway (Huang et al., 1996). Invations by demonstrating that the RAG proteins remain
associated with SEs after cleavage, presumably render- contrast, elevated p53 levels correlate with the presence
of CEs in experiments with scid thymocytes, suggestinging them inaccessible to the joining machinery. In this
regard, it is worth noting that when V(D)J recombination that persisting CEs may be viewed as DNA damage
(Guidos et al., 1996).is performed in vitro with D10 cell extracts, signal joints
form substantially less efficiently than coding joints,
consistent with a block in SE±SE joining (T. M. J. Leu, Mechanisms for Disassembly
Q. M. Eastman, and D. G. S., submitted). In addition, of the Synaptic Complex
the stable SE±SE synaptic complex helps explain why The identification of a stable SE±SE synaptic complex
SEs are relatively well protected from the action of raises the questionof how this complex is disassembled
nucleases and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase or remodeled so that joining can occur. A similar situa-
(TdT), and hence why signal joints are typically precise. tion arises during Mu transposition, which proceeds
Based on these considerations, it seems likely that the through a series of stable synaptic complexes to yield
SE±SE synaptic complex we observe in vitro also exists finally the strand transfer complex (STC) (for review, see
in vivo, although direct evidence for this has not yet Chaconas et al., 1996). The STC consists of a tetramer
been obtained. of Mu transposase (MuA) and two synapsed Mu DNA
The nonspecific DNA-binding and -bending protein ends, each of which is covalently joined on one strand
HMG-1 (or the closely related HMG-2 protein) (for re- to the target DNA. Disassembly of the STC is necessary
view, see Bustin and Reeves, 1996) is stably associated for completion of the transposition reaction by host-
with the same array of SE-containing DNA fragments as cell replication machinery and requires the action of the
RAG1 and RAG2. This is intriguing, given that DNA- bacterial chaperone protein ClpX, which binds to MuA
bending proteins play important roles in other site-spe- and facilitates its dissociation from the complex (Lev-
cific recombination systems (for review, see Nash, 1990; chenko et al., 1995; Kruklitis et al., 1996). Such a chaper-
Mizuuchi, 1992), and that HMG-1 and HMG-2 can func- one protein may also function in V(D)J recombination to
tionally substitute for the prokaryotic DNA-bending pro- promote disassembly of the SE±SE synaptic complex.
tein HU in facilitating assembly of the invertasome dur- It seems unlikely that the stability of the synaptic com-
ing Hin-mediated recombination (Paull et al., 1993). plex is merely a consequence of the use of truncated
Interestingly, HMG-1 and -2 association with SE-con- RAG proteins in these experiments. The D10 cell line
taining DNA does not require the presence of bent DNA forms signal joints efficiently in vivo (Q. M. Eastman,
between the two signals (as occurs in synapsis of the T. M. J. Leu, and D. G. S., unpublished data), and SEs
signals of the SE/SE central fragment), because the accumulate in vivo in the presence of the full-length
HMG protein is also associated with the SE±SE complex RAG proteins (Roth et al., 1992; Ramsden and Gellert,
that forms with the p12x23 central- and right-arm frag- 1995; Livak and Schatz, 1996). Another possible mecha-
ments and the arm fragments of pD243 (Figure 5, lanes nism for remodeling of the synaptic complex is covalent
9 and 25). Given our results, and the fact that HMG-1 modification of the RAG proteins, perhaps by phosphor-
and HMG-2 increase sequence-specific DNA binding ylation. Our ability to purify a stable SE±SE synaptic
of the progesterone receptor (Onate et al., 1994) and complex provides a straightforward assay for factors
octamer transcription factors (Zwilling et al., 1995), that remodel the synaptic complex, so that joining can
respectively, it is possible they serve to stimulate take place. It is worth noting that the two blunt SEs must
sequence-specific binding to SEs (and by extension, be aligned and held in close proximity before ligation
uncleaved recombination signals) by the RAG proteins. can occur, and it is possible that the complex identified
It is currently unknown whether the HMG and RAG pro- here, perhaps after being remodeled, has a role in this
teins interact directly, as might be expected if the HMG process.
proteins were playing such a role.
Separation of Joining Pathways and Resolution
of Cleavage ProductsChromosomal Integrity and a Structural
Role for the RAG Proteins CEs and SEs are handled very differently by the V(D)J
recombination machinery in vivo. SEs are joined slowly,Our study suggests that the RAG proteins play an essen-
tial role in the formation of SE±SE synaptic complexes accumulate, and when joined are joined precisely. In
contrast, CEs are processed with the addition and dele-and hence in the maintenance of chromosomal integrity
during V(D)J recombination. This is likely of particular tion of nucleotides and rapidly joined, such that CEs are
difficult to detect in normal lymphocytes (Roth et al.,importance in inversional rearrangements, where both
the signal joint and coding joint are retained in the chro- 1992; Ramsden and Gellert, 1995; Livak and Schatz,
1997). Our finding that RAG1 and RAG2 are stably asso-mosome, and where failure tostably synapse SEs before
joining would result in a chromosomal break. Interest- ciated with SEs but not CEs may help explain this di-
chotomy.ingly, it is possible that lymphocytes do not view SEs
as a disruption of chromosomal integrity, since DNA± A four-end complex containing two SEs and two CEs
has been proposed as an intermediate in V(D)J recombi-damage sensing pathways, such as those mediated by
p53, do not appear to be activated in normal thymocytes nation to help explain the formation of alternative prod-
ucts, such as open-and-shut joints and hybrid joints(Guidos et al., 1996) in which SEs accumulate (Roth et
al., 1992; Livak and Schatz, 1996). This is striking, in (Lewis and Gellert, 1989). Together with our data, this
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and affinity purified as described previously (Leu and Schatz, 1995).leads to the prediction that the RAG proteins should
Anti-RAG1(P7) was raised against amino acids 590±758 of RAG1,remain associated with both CEs and SEs. While this is
anti-RAG1(P8) to amino acids 803±1005 of RAG1, anti-RAG2 tonot what we observe, it is possible that the four-end
amino acids 70±516 of RAG2 (Leu and Schatz, 1995), anti-ku70 to
complex exists only transiently or is unstable under the amino acids 261±585 of murine Ku70, and anti-ku80 to amino acids
conditions used here. Indeed, the formation of hybrid 420±740 of murine Ku80. The anti-Ku, anti-RAG1(P7), and anti-
or open-and-shut joints may be an alternative pathway RAG1(P8) antibodies specifically recognize their cognate protein,
as assessed by Western blotting of D10 cleavage extracts (data notthat occurs when the ends are not properly segregated
shown). Anti-RAG1(P7) and anti-RAG1(P8) antibodies are able tobecause the RAG proteins fail to dissociate from the
immunoprecipitate RAG1 protein from D10 cleavage extracts withCEs. Ku (or proteins regulated by Ku such as PKcs) has approximately equal efficiencies, with the anti-Myc antibody some-
been hypothesized to be involved in disassembly of what more efficient (data not shown). The anti-Ku antibodies effi-
postcleavage complexes in V(D)J recombination (Zhu et ciently immunoprecipitate their cognate protein and coimmuno-
al., 1996). While Ku may play a role in remodeling the precipitate the other Ku protein (data not shown). The anti-Myc
antibody (MAb 9E10, isotype IgG1) (Evan et al., 1985) was affinitySE±SE synaptic complex identified here, our data indi-
purified from hybridoma supernatant using agarose-coupled 9E10cate that its mere association with the complex is not
peptide. Anti-PKcs antibodies against human PKcs (MAbs 18±2 andsufficient for disassembly of the complex into an exo-
42±26, both isotype IgG1) (Carter et al., 1990) were purified withnuclease-sensitive form.
protein G-agarose from ascites fluid. The specificity of the affinity-
A system was recently developed for the formation purified rabbit polyclonal anti-HMG-1 antibody (a generous gift from
of signal joints in vitro (Cortes et al., 1996), although M. Bustin) has been characterized previously (Bustin, 1989). Affinity-
because the reaction was performed in Mn21, cleavage purified antibodies specific for mammalian RAD51 and Ubc9 (Kova-
lenko et al., 1996) were generous gifts from O. Kovalenko, E. I.may have occurred asynchronously at the two signals
Golub, and C. M. Radding, and rabbit serum reactive to mammalianand without signal synapsis. Our isolation of a stable
RAD52 was a kind gift from D. Weaver. Control antibodies werepostcleavage SE±SE synaptic complex should provide
nonspecific rabbit IgG (Sigma) for polyclonal antibodies and murinea useful tool for the study of signal joint formation in a
anti-MAP-DM2 (generously supplied by C. Hammond) as an IgG1system where cleavage is 12/23-regulated, and where isotype control.
characteristics of the RAG-boundsynaptic complex cor-
relate with in vivo data regarding intermediates in signal Immunoprecipitation of Protein±DNA Complexes
joint formation. Large-scale cleavage reactions (2±10 standard reactions per immu-
noprecipitation) were incubated at 378C for 2±3 hr, with no additional
DTT added to the reaction. NP-40 was added to 0.1%, and theExperimental Procedures
reaction was diluted at least 2- to 3-fold by the addition of buffer
AA (buffer A containing 0.1% NP-40). Ten microliters of pretreatedIn Vitro Cleavage Reactions
protein G per 250 ml reaction was added to preclear the reactionExtracts were prepared as described previously (Eastman et al.,
for 1 hr at 48C. The protein G-agarose (GIBCO±BRL) was pretreated1996) from stable heat±shock inducible transfectants of the mouse
B lymphoma cell line M12. The cell line D10 (Eastman et al., 1996) by incubating with 2 vol of buffer AA containing 500 mg/ml sonicated
expresses the RAG1 and RAG2 core proteins, B8 expresses RAG1 salmon sperm DNA for several hours to block DNA binding sites.
core only, and B10 expresses RAG2 core only. B8 and B10 contain After preclearing, the reactions were spun at 14,000 rpm for 10
comparable amounts of the relevant RAG protein to that found in min at 48C. Purified antibody (3±10 mg) was added to the cleared
D10 (data not shown). ªNo-RAGº extracts were prepared from the supernatant and incubated 4±6 hr at 48C, followed by 10 ml pre-
parental cell line M12. treated protein G-agarose for an additional hour. The immunopre-
The standard50 ml cleavage reaction was performed as described cipitations were spun down and washed extensively with buffer
previously (Eastman et al., 1996). In brief, reactions were performed AA to remove unbound DNA and protein. The bound protein±DNA
at 378C in buffer A (20 mM HEPES±Na1 [pH 7.5], 10 mM magnesium complexes were eluted with 50 mM Tris±Cl (pH 8.5), 10 mM EDTA,
acetate, 150 mM sodium acetate [pH 7.0], 1 mM EGTA) containing and 1% SDS, treated with Proteinase K, isopropanol precipitated,
20 ml of extract (300±400 mg total protein), 2 mM DTT, 10±250 ng and analyzed on a polyacrylamide gel.
of substrate DNA, and typically, 20 mg/ml sonicated calf thymus
DNA (Pharmacia, average size 2 kb). Reactions were stopped by Isolation of Synaptic Complex
the addition of 7 vol of 50 mM Tris (pH 8), 10 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS, Immunoprecipitation was performed as described above, except
and the DNA was treated with 20 mg proteinase K. The DNA was that 40 mg of Myc antibody and20 ml of pretreatedprotein G-agarose
phenol±chloroform extracted, isopropanol precipitated, and ana- was used per 10 standard reactions. After washing, buffer AA con-
lyzed on native 4% polyacrylamide gels in 13 TBE in all experiments. taining 100 mM Myc peptide (Quality Controlled Biochemicals) was32P body-labeled linear substrate DNAs were generated by PCR and
added, and the protein±DNA complexes were eluted for 12±14 hr
purified as described previously (Eastman et al., 1996). The plasmid
at room temperature or at 378C, which gave equivalent results. Alter-
templates pD243, pC329 (also known as pJH290), and p12x23 have
natively, elution was performed with 1% SDS in the buffer describedbeen described previously (Lieber et al., 1988; Lewis and Hesse,
above. Complexes were analyzed as before on a polyacrylamide1991).
gel. To digest the synaptic complex, the eluted material was concen-Deproteinized central fragments were generated by incubation of
trated using a Microcon-30 (Amicon), DTT was added to 1 mM, andsubstrate DNAs in a standard cleavage reaction at 378C in
40 U HhaI (New England Biolabs) was added for 1 hr at 378C. Thethe presence of 20 mg/ml sonicated calf thymus DNA for 1±2 hr.
HhaI-digested DNA was analyzed on a polyacrylamide gel, and theReactions were stopped as described above, and the DNA was
predominant shifted species was excised from the gel. The DNAextensively treated with 20 mg proteinase K. The DNA was phenol±
was eluted from the gel slice by overnight incubation at 378C in 1 mlchloroform extracted, precipitated with isopropanol, and resus-
of buffer containing 20 mM HEPES±Na1 (pH 7.5), 10 mM magnesiumpended in 10 mM Tris±Cl (pH 8.5). The deproteinized DNA fragments
acetate, 300 mM sodium acetate (pH 7.0), 1 mM EDTA, and 0.1%were incubated in fresh cleavage reactions at 378C for various
SDS. The eluted DNA was extensively treated with proteinase K,lengths of time and analyzed as described above. Quantitation was
isopropanol precipitated, and analyzed on a polyacrylamide gel.performed with a Molecular Imager (Bio±Rad) and Molecular Analyst
software.
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